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In order to give the country an exact account of the
different vicissitudes which have occurred iri recent months
and which are still in process of development, I think that
you will agree that I must go back to events which may
seem distant but which are, on the contrary, closely
connected w!th the crisis now tormenting Europe and
threatening the whole world:
It is certainly not necessary at this time of day to set
out once more to prove how right were Signor Mussolini's
statements! Rather, it is in order to refresh everyone's
memories with regard to the far-seeing nature of the Fascist
policy that I desire to mention the fact that as long ago
as May 1927 - to be precise, on May 26th 1927 - in that
speech which is known in the history of the Fascist Revolution as the Ascension Day Speech - the Duce
affirmed in this very same building that, between 1935 and
1940, we should find ourselves at a crucial moment in the
history of Europe.
I shall show in the course of my statement how Fascist
Italy did not merely limit herself passively to denouncing
the danger, but how, rather, she again and again offered
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the constructive contribution of her collaboration, and how
our solid efforts broke down against the obstacles of other
people's want of comprehension.
For a long time, for a very long time, Fascism had
realized that the regime set up by the Peace Treaties and
maintained by the artificial force of the system of collective
security would drive Europe towards a fresh catastrophe.
The Peace Treaties had torn Europe asunder and divided
her definitely into victor States and vanquished States,
and these latter had been placed in a condition of permanent subjection.
In I9I9 the Fighting Fascist Groups, at the time that
they were first constituted, laid down the rapprochement
to the conquered nations and Treaty Revision as the fundamental basis of Fascist foreign policy. In I92I the Duce
faced Europe with this dilemma : « Either Treaty Revision
or a new war».
Eighteen years have passed since these words were
spoken.
We cannot do otherwise than contemplate the fact that
the origins and the causes of the conflict which has today
plunged Europe into bloodshed were pointed out in good
time by Fascism, at a date when the germs of this conflict
were still invisible, when the dangers were only potential,
and, above all, when Europe was still in a condition to
modify the errors which had been committed not only
with regard to the conquered peoples but also, and above
all, with regard to Italy. At that distant date Fascism
pointed out the way by which certain essential elements
for a peaceful life in common might be re-established in
Europe; those elements that the Peace Treaties had ignor-

ed and that certain victor powers continually rejected with
a rigid formula that has proved fatal to Europe, namely :
' revision means war '.
On this formula were built up all those castles in the air
called reparations, military guarantees, collective security;
and these, fostering the illusion that Europe could be
maintained ·in a state of statue-like immobility, oppressed
and paralyzed the forces of rebirth.
Long and tenacious was our struggle against this
dangerous aberration. For ten years - from the London
Conference in I922 to the Lausanne Conference of I932 we fought against the reparations which were sapping the
economic life of the creditor countries. Europe would have
been spared ten years of ruin and bitterness if the reparations had been wiped out before it was too late.
And in the same manner, the inequalities which curtailed the sovereign rights of Germany and of those countries
which had been her allies in the war, should have been
done away with. The first and most essential of these rights
was that of providing f~r their own defence. Unless this
right were granted them, it was inevitable that these
countries would take the matter into their own hands,
thus frustrating the successive attempts at disarmament
with regard to which they had every reason to be diffident.
The only possibility of restraining Europe in her armaments race which was leading towards war, was to concede to those countries that equality of rights, which was
indispensable to an agreement regarding the armed power
of the nations. We alone at Geneva insisted upon this
elementary necessity, because we felt that Europe was
falling morally and mentally to pieces precisely on account
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of the provisions laid down by the Peace Treaties. Boundaries often traced without the slightest knowledge .of real
facts were the cause of fierce nationalist disputes. The financial crisis - partly provoked by this same system of
reparations - broke the vital links of European economy
and transformed the various States into so many enclosed
and fortified camps. The system of collective security
divided them and forced them into opposing groups which
were the forerunners of those powerful coalitions the
danger of which the Duce, for many years, had denounced
and combated.
Collective security, considered as the security of each
particular State with regard to the others, was nothing but
an illusion and a mask; an illusion by means of which the
small States were led to believe that they would be protected against danger from the great Powers, whereas in reality
they were, unknown to themselves, involved in their conflicts; a mask behind which an attempt was made to create
a system of alliances methodically directed towards isolating and threatening certain Powers. This was the only
meaning of collective security. It was the only meaning
of the attempts to render automatic the pledges of mutual
assistance laid down by the treaties of alliance framed to
give practical application to these pledges, which were
none other than instruments of a political and military
pressure at the service of a particular group of interests
destined to constitute the foundation of that policy which
was inevitably fated to lead Europe into war.
Once again Italy strove to arrest this fatal course. On
March r8th 1933 the Duce proposed to the British Prime
Minister the conclusion of an agreement between the four

great western Powers, Italy, France, Germany and Great
Britain. This agreement laid down the foundations of a
permanent collaboration, and, by doing away with every
idea of opposing groups and antagonistic aims, fixed the
conditions, the object of which was to safeguard the interests of each individual state by means of the supreme
interest common to all, namely, the consolidation of peace.
The essentials in this Pact were the revision of Treaties
and an agreement as to armaments. This was a last
effort to mitigate the inevitable failure of the Disarmament
·Conference by entrusting the vital problems of European
peace to the responsibility and collaboration of the Great
Powers. At the same moment the Duce presented his
disarmament plan : the maintainance of the status quo for
the armed Powers and the rearmament of the unarmed
Powers within the limits indicated by the Government of
the Reich as the necessary minimum.
Both the Four-Power Pact and the Disarmament Plan
remained a dead letter, and the Duce thereupon made a
remark which can never be forgotten : «On the day when
the delegates at the Disarmament Conference are obliged
to declare that disarmament is an Utopia - a sublime but
for this very reason a dangerous Utopia - the League
of Nations will have lost all meaning and all prestige; and
her policy, which excluded, at all events in appearance,
groups of States, will be succeeded by the policy of blocks,
that is, of alliances; in other words, the pre-war policy;
and finally it will be Their Majesties the big guns who will
be called upon to speak».
In such a ;tate of affairs there remained to Italy one
duty : to provide by her own force of will and by her own
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resources for the defence of her own interests, for the necessities of her expansion, and for the building up of an imperial system of her own.
The Ethiopian undertaking was the necessary consequence not only of the iniquitous position imposed on
Italy in the colonial field, but also of the duty incumbent
upon Italy to provide for her own se~urity, her own independence, her own future.
We then found aligned against us all those forces of
oppression and coercion that we had denounced and
opposed during eighteen years. They thought the moment
had arrived to test the long-since sharpened weapons of
the League, predisposing and carrying into effect the siege
that should have exhausted us and beaten us down. These
weapons were shattered against the will of a people and
the genius of a Chief.
·
Italy achieved a lightning victory in a campaign that
was a brief one, not for lack of resistance or of impediments, but because each obstacle was inexorably overcome
with Fascist impetus. According to the Duce's style, the
impetus was more fiery where the resistance was greater.
For the first time in the history of colonial expeditions
a great army was taken into Africa : 400,000 men, I,200
cannon, 300 tanks, 500 aeroplanes. For the first time in
modern history the African soil witnessed battles in mass
formation, a war of rapid movement, a dazzling victory
and the conquest of an empire realized in the unity of
one powerful effort. We accomplished this effort in Africa
by force of arms, while in Europe we were resisting the
pressure of a coalition of fifty-two States. From these,
however, were absent those nations that demanded justice,

as we did, and with whom, we then became spontaneously
united in bonds that time and subsequent events were
destined to consolidate and to render more precise.
Two months after the end of the Ethiopian campaign
the great Spanish crisis began.
On July r8th Generalissimo Franco, brooking no
more delay, decided to put an end to a situation of disorder
and of crime such as dishonoured his Country and definitely compromised its future. Around him closed the
noblest energies of Spain. Keen observers of events in the
Iberian peninsula could not fail to understand that the
action of Generalissimo Franco was not to be confused
with one of the innumerable efforts, generous but sterile,
by which Spaiil' had attempted in the past to restore the
fundamental values of her civilization corrupted by
foreign influences. This time it was an authentic national
revolution destined to carry on the torch of the warlike
and civil tradition of the Riconquista towards bett~r days,
with the impetus of the tradition itself.
Fascist Italy, which is connected with Spain by bonds
of religion, culture and consanguinity, could not fail to
comprehend at once the high moral significance of the
Franquist movement, nor could she ignore its vast influence on the international and historic plane.
It has been said and printed and repeated that Fascist
Italy had long since established contacts with Franco and
had fomented the insurrection. This is a falsehood. Italy,
according to her custom, although she deplored the fact
that a Nation of high Roman civilization such as Spain
should slowly decline towards the saddest of destinies,
scrupulously abstained from any intervention in the in-
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ternal questions of another country. On the contrary it is
true that the Bol$hevik revolution had been prepared by
the Komintern years ahead.
Absolutely incontrovertible evidence exists to prove
this fact. I shall limit myself to quoting from M. Yvon
Delbos' book L' experience rouge which is certainly not
a suspicious source. This book was published in 1933 when
M. Delbos returned from a journey in Russia and it gives
the most definite proof of the action and the aims of the
Komintern in Spain.
In describing the Revolutionary Museum in Moscow,
M. Delbos writes: «A special room is dedicated to the
coming Spanish revolution. H ere are copies of the Bandera Roja, L a Palabra, and other newspapers; portraits
of Castilian Bolsheviks, pictures of strikes and riots. From
all this, it is clear that the Soviets were scoring the first
successes obtained by their contact with our neighbours
to the south of the Pyrenees ».
When M. Delbos wrote those words, he little thought
that it would devolve precisely upon himself, as Foreign
Minister of ·t he Popular Front, to play the ungrateful part
of an officially appointed advocate of the immaculate national origin of R ed governments in Spain.
The conflict broke out, and Italy was fully a ware of
the repercussions that the fortunes of war might produce
with regard to the balance of power in the Mediterranean
-to say nothing of the danger of a conflict on a far greater
scale. None the less, and desirous of doing everything
possible, and by every means, to maintain peace in Europe,
she directed her policy along lines which were absolutely
clear, maintaining the principle of a general and com-

plete non-intervention. The Italian proposals weFe not accepted. Certain Powers showed an inclination to shelter
themselves behind a formula of non-intervention which
had as its scope the safeguarding of the outward
appearances of so-called democratic liberties rather than
an effective non-intervention in Spain and the limitation of
the conflict. This naturally led to an intervention on a far
vaster scale, as ·was definitely proved when Franco's
troops that, in a short period of time, had victoriously
opened a way towards the very heart of Spain, found
themselves faced in the suburbs of Madrid by strong
forces of international volunteers forming an iI).tegral part
of the Red brigades. If these foreign subversive elements
had not been present, Franco would have won in November 1936. But this international intervention resulted in
the prolongation of a conflict which would otherwise have
come to a swift end; and Spain - now turning definitely
to the Caudillo - became inevitably involved in all the
prolonged horrors of a three years' civil war.
The presence in Spain of entire international units,
armed by outsiders for the defence of a Government which
by now had sold its independence, completely destroyed
every last illusive hope of non-intervention. Italy certainly
could not play the adversary's game and perpetuate· a
state of things in Spain entirely to the disadvantage of the
Nationalists. She could not accept so provocative and
brutal an overthrow of the situation implying a direct
menace to her vital interests in the Mediterranean, and
one moreover which compromised the very civilization of
Europe.
The first Italian aeroplanes were sent to Spain on July
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28th, at the request of the Caudillo; and on that same day
Italian blood was shed for the first time on behalf of the
victory for the National cause.
The arrival of these aeroplanes was most opportune
:in that they served to transport from Morocco into Spain
numerous contingents of Franquists which were unable to
arrive by sea because the Straits of Gibraltar were still
under the control of the ships belonging to the Red Government.
During August, September and October we continued
to assist Franco, especially by means of our aeroplanes.
But we can definitely state that, during the period in which
discussions relative to non-intervention were being carried on, Italy's contribution to the Spanish cause was kept
within strict limits. It was certainly very inferior to the
assistance rendered to the enemies of the Nationalists.
But Italy, as soon as she had definite proofs (to which
I have already alluded) of mass intervention on behalf
of the Red Gov:ernment, never hesitated to oppose to the
international troops the heroic firmness of her Legionaries.
The Duce gave his orders and an expeditionary force
was immediately prepared and equipped so as to render
effective aid to the army of Generalissimo Franco. Modern
arms, a perfect organization of the Commissariat, the
excellence of the cadres, the expert skill of the High Command, and above all, the high spirit of sacrifice of the Legionaries, worthy representatives in a foreign country of
the Fascist Youth of Mussolini, made the Volunteer Corps
a formidable instrument of war.
The successive phases of the war fought by our Legionaries will never be forgotten by the Italians and the
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Spaniards. After taking Malaga, the Volunteer Corps
fought the violently contested battle of Guadalajara. At
the time, the usual speculations occurred with regard to
this battle, and it is therefore worth while to repeat once
more that the name of Guadalajara deserves to be
written in letters of gold among the names of the victories
won by the Italian volunteers in Spain.
When an army, inferior in numbers to the adv:ersary,
and fighting in particularly unpropitious weather conditions on territory favourable to the foe, succeeds in breaking strongly fortified lines, penetrates for more than
twenty-five miles into enemy country, and stays there in
spite of violent and repeated counter-attacks, no one has
the right to speak of a failure. It is a victory, a real victory
rendered more glorious by the struggle and the sacrifice.
From Guadalajara to Santander, in Aragon, on the
Ebro and in the headlong offensive in Catalogna, the Volunteers always enjoyed the honour of carrying out tasks
of especial importance and they completely vanquished
the enemy who took care to send against them, with an
attention which we duly appreciated, those international
forces which were considered to be the strongest in the
field. During the thirty-two months of a war fought in
common, the Italian Legionaries observed with admiration that the Spanish infantry always lived up to its secular traditions of daring, tenacity in driving home the
attack, and contempt for danger, traditions that have caused it to be considered one of the finest infantries in the
world.
The brotherhood in arms which grew up between the
Italian and Spanish cadres and between the Italian and
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the Spanish troops was perfect. The great similarity in the
languages helped the reciprocal understanding of ideas
and feelings held in common.
The difficulties of the undertaking, the vast supplies
which were sent to the Volunteer Corps and to Generalissimo Franco, the use of aeroplanes in such numbers as
to constitute a v:eritable army in the air, the efficient and
constant assistance given by the Italian Navy, go to prove
that our intervention for the liberation of Spain is and
will remain an example of war waged on a grand scale,
carried out far from home, and as such constitutes an
honour to the military history of a nation.
Franco's messages to the Duce on the days which
followed the various victoribus engagements are a historic
recognition of these events.
From the very first days of our intervention and during the whole conflict, the Fascist Government, in the
midst of the sceptical incredulity of those who were seeking
in vain for our hidden aims and the unconfessed reasons
for our action, always steadily affirmed that the Volunteers
would abandon Spanish soil only when the Bolshevik
menace had been completely subdued by an absolute victory, and when the red and gold banner. of Spain floated
from the towers of Barcellona, Valencia and Madrid.
And so it happened. The Spanish people saw the Italian Legionaries depart when the long sacrifice had been
crowned with the most complete success. But, as has been
said, not all the Legionaries returned to Italy. Four
thousand of them found, in Spain's historic soil, the peace
and the glory which belong to· heroes. And they are the
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most jealous guardians of the friendship and collaboration
between the two Nations.
It must not be forgotten that, if today, amid the storm
that is shaking Europe, the Mediterranean has been able
to remain, up till now, an oasis of peaceful work, this has
been rendered possible by the heroic decision of the
Caudillo, who baulked the forces of disorder and subversion in Spain, and by those countries who understood
and seconded his endeavours.
Among these countries was Germany. The Nazi Government, too, had not remained deaf to the appeal of the
Spanish people. Although the Reich had not the same
interest as Italy in all that concerns the Mediterranean
situation, nevertheless for reasons of solidarity and the
ideals of civilization, she offered the contribution of her
technical and military collaboration to Franco's cause. It
became ever more evident that German and Italian policy
ran ori parallel lines, and it was natural that, at a given
moment, the two Nations should establish contacts in order
to coordinate their actions, which were leading towards the
same end and which were in contrast with a coalition of
the same adversaries. The policy of the Rome-Berlin Axis,
that had originally appeared on the horizon during the
Ethiopian crisis, now. found its first concrete application
on the field of the Spanish National Revolution. Neither
must we forget that Italy's antagonists at the time of the
Ethiopian conquest had not by any means laid aside their
obstructionist attitude with regard to us. They were now
impotent to cancel that which was a formidable page in
history, but they still endeavoured to deceive, at all events
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themselves, with the farce of non-recognition of the Roman Empire.
In the Protocol of Berlin and during the meeting with
Hitler at Berchtesgaden the bases of a closer Halo-German
collaboration were laid down. But the bonds between the
two countries depended rather upon the spontaneous nature of their policy - a policy forced upon the two Governments by, the vicissitudes of Europe - than upon documents, which, apart from the anti-communist trend of
our policy, were principally concerned with questions of
contingent interests.
Italy and Germany, as has already been said, did not
constitute a block. The Halo-German political system was
defined as an axis, not as a diaphragm. A long experience
during conditions of particular difficulty served to. pr~ve
that the parallel policy of the two great auth~ntar~an
States of Europe constituted a factor of peace and secunty,
an element of order and resistance against the assaults
which the dark powers of destruction were launching
against European civilization.
In these conditions, and after the visit of the Duce to
Germanv in 1937, Italy was ready to accept the German
invitatio-n to adhere, in the quality of original signatory,
to the Anti-Komintern Pact already existing between
Japan and Germany.
.
What is the meaning ·and value of such a Pact? It is
not difficult to reply that it had a strictly political meaning,
namely, to consolidate the anti-communist organization
and to arrange for a closer collaboration between the two
Powers in every sector of this organization. If the Pact
had not had this aim, but had merely had for its object

the coordination of the administrative action of the three
Governments against Bolshevik propaganda, then the
Pact would not have been necessary; or, instead of assuming the proportions of a solemn political engagement
between States, it would have remained merely a modest
and adequate police measure.
The Tripartite Agreement provoked many comments
and much attention in the world. But no one could be
surprised by our decision, because it represented the continuity of Signor Mussolini's policy. He was the first man
in the world to denounce the peril of Bolshevism and had
fought against it in the streets of Italy with the same tenacity with which he combated it in the Spanish trenches.
A few weeks after the signing of the Tripartite Agreement, Italy solemnly announced her decision of leaving
the League of Nations and of cutting every tie with
Geneva.
This, too, was absolutely in line with the development
of our policy. The conflict between us and the League
came to a natural end on December nth 1937 with the
deliberation voted by the Grand Council and communicated to the people by the Duce. Once again we had given to
the world an admirable example of patience before taking
a decision of which we had duly weighed the consequences.
The exit of Italy from Geneva signified the end of the
League.
On November lst 1936 the Duce had once again
posed the dilemma: «renewal or death». The League
refused renewal and there only remained the second alternative, death. We shall let fall no tears on the coffin of
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that which was our enemy and at the same time an enemy
of true peace.
On the basis of the Berlin Protocol and the Anti-Komintern Pact, Halo-German collaboration continued its
development towards a definite goal : that is, a.n increasing
rapprochement between the two peoples, and an effective
policy of European peace.
But by now the poison germs of crisis in Europe had
attained an irrepressible virulence. The Caudillo won his
definite victory, and with that the threat of war caused by
the Spanish question faded away. But in Central Europe,
unrest, long latent between Germany and Czechoslovakia,
moved rapidly towards a solution by war. The part played
by Italy in this case is well known. First she laboured for
the triumph of equity and good sense, then to localize the
conflict, and finally at the last moment to save the peace.
While poor humanity was waiting in fear and
trembling for the first roar of the cannon, the Duce succeeded in holding back Europe on the very edge of'war.
The Munich Agreement saved the peace of Europe and
for the first time in that vortex of hate, rancour and revenge, which was the policy of the after-war period, the
peoples saw a ray of hope lighting their path.
It was not intended that Munich should represent only
the solution of the minorities question, thus remaining an
isolated and fugitive episode of good will and justice. In
the hopeful minds of the people Munich represented the
beginning of a period of understanding, of collaboration
and of peace. It is true that our sense of reality prevented
us from abandoning ourselves to a dangerous and premature optimism. But what we did expect - and what we
20

had a right to exp~ct - was that the danger which had
nearly overtaken Europe might have opened the eyes of
the supporters of political coercion, and that the gravest
problems might at least have met with the beginnings of
a peaceful solution.
But no political detente followed the Munich Agreement.
The sigh of relief which men had drawn when war
was avoided was in a few weeks suppressed by the forces
that had seen the destinies of Europe slip from their grasp,
and they looked towards the future with one sole purpose :
to win back what they had lost. So, after Munich, came
anti-Munich. That which had been an act of wisdom was
attacked as an act of capitulation. From this state of mind,
which began to make headway among the statesmen
who had contributed to its realization, one conclusion was
drawn: Munich must never be repeated. «No more
Munich» was the order of the day; not in the sense that
matters must never again be allowed to drag Europe to
the very verge of war in order that this might barely be
avoided at the last moment, but rather that the policy of
coercion must be resumed and strengthened, that the parenthesis represented by Munich must be closed, and that
the portcullis :must drop across the path to peace which
·Munich had opened.
The democracies are particularly attached to the
phraseology of war; they therefore began to call this policy
the «peace front», as they had called their coalition the
<1 democratic front », and as in their home policy they had
called their alliance with Bolshevism «the popular front ».
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